Sensory Gate: Civisolation
CD Album. Megahertz. MHz-cd11
Tracklist:
01 Among the Dead, 02 Domino Effect, 03 City Diary, 04 Mercy, 05 Slash, 06 Truth & Illusion, 07 Civisolation,
08 Never, 09 Out of Control, 10 Invictus, 11 Kyrie (Prayer for the Lost)
Sensory Gate is an italian band living between northern Italy and the south of Germany. The debut-album Ianus
was released by MHz Records in January 2010. As Ianus was more an introverted, melancholic and sometimes
resignated album, Sensory Gate decided to get more observant and arraigning about things occurring around
them.
In contrast to the debut Civisolation is more aggressive, electronic, industrial and rock-like with a few quite
moments and organic elements. A particular experiment was the intonation of the poem „Invictus“ by W.E. Henley
clothed in an electronic dress and humped by a kind of hip-hop beat to dignify the life of Mr. Nelson Mandela.
Sensory Gate decided to work with guest musicians from the inner circle of friends like they did in the past. The
guitars were played by Sash Fiddler (Diorama) to mark more rock elements, italian musician Diego Banchero
(Egida Aurea) recorded some bass-lines, and dutch singer John van Loon (Dark Territory) lent his voice for the
final track Kyrie.
For getting the album more organic, dirty, aggressiv and to combine melancholy, electronic sounds with rockindustrial elements, producer Achim Welsch took care for the final mix and mastering.
The main theme of the album is that more and more people are getting isolated although they are surrounded by
civilisation. Circumfused in darkness, the walls are getting closer and the more they feel protected, the more they
are trapped within. What is reality and what is fiction? What is the truth and what is an illusion? When does
revolution start and who will bump the first domino? Who will give us a direction? Who will show us a way out?
That's a high wall to climb up and that's what Civisolation is talking about.
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